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is this young fag, but he's doing what he can for that division. Terrible
decision by the UFC to give up on him, but no one wants to work with
the kid, either, so I doubt we'll see him again in UFC. the most boring

fight ever. Affliction has only been around for less than a year, so
maybe Dana's afraid that he'll only be a one trick pony. A fighter who

can't take a punch and is too out of shape to fight isn't a guy to have in
your org. I have a feeling he'll be in the UFC sooner than later. They're
always looking for talent, and he just might be what they're looking for.

That or they'll fire him. With the TUF series going down the tubes,
you've got to think there's a few guys who have made the cut from the

Ultimate Fighter and have been working on their skills for a few
months and who could be an upgrade over the M-1 guys on TUF. If the
UFC ever loses Dana to another company, I'll be shocked. He's one of
the best guys in the UFC (surpassing Jose Aldo) and has done amazing
for the company. On top of that, he's an all-around nice guy and you
can't ask for more than that. If the UFC ever loses Dana to another

company, I'll be shocked. He's one of the best guys in the UFC
(surpassing Jose Aldo) and has done amazing for the company. On top

of that, he's an all-around nice guy and you can't ask for more than
that. I would be too. It will never happen, but you never know. It's not
like they can't make money off of him in some form. They could do the

annual Dana White's look-back tour and make money every time he
talks about his time in the UFC. So, I just don
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Done! Enjoy it! How to install: .
Run the setup file and agree the
license. Run the application, you

will be given a Wizard. Select your
machine architecture (x86/x64)
and click Next button. Enter the
activation code provided by the
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